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ABSTRACT
This article proposes Adversarially-Trained Normalized Noisy-Feature Auto-
Encoder (ATNNFAE) for byte-level text generation. An ATNNFAE consists of
an auto-encoder where the internal code is normalized on the unit sphere and cor-
rupted by additive noise. Simultaneously, a replica of the decoder (sharing the
same parameters as the AE decoder) is used as the generator and fed with ran-
dom latent vectors. An adversarial discriminator is trained to distinguish training
samples reconstructed from the AE from samples produced through the random-
input generator, making the entire generator-discriminator path differentiable for
discrete data like text. The combined effect of noise injection in the code and
shared weights between the decoder and the generator can prevent the mode col-
lapsing phenomenon commonly observed in GANs. Since perplexity cannot be
applied to non-sequential text generation, we propose a new evaluation method
using the total variance distance between frequencies of hash-coded byte-level
n-grams (NGTVD). NGTVD is a single benchmark that can characterize both
the quality and the diversity of the generated texts. Experiments are offered in
6 large-scale datasets in Arabic, Chinese and English, with comparisons against
n-gram baselines and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Ablation study on both
the noise level and the discriminator is performed. We find that RNNs have trou-
ble competing with the n-gram baselines, and the ATNNFAE results are generally
competitive.
1 INTRODUCTION
Learning high-level, abstract representations of text or other discrete structures is a task that may
have many applications in NLP, including text generation, translation and general understand-
ing. This article makes 4 contributions: (1) a new class of model and objective functions called
Adversarially-Trained Normalized Noisy-Feature Auto-Encoder (ATNNFAE) that is suited for en-
coding and generating sequence of symbols, such as text; (2) a recursive convolutional architecture
for the encoder and decoder/generator that is designed to represent texts of any length at the byte
level; (3) a measure of performance for byte-level text generators called n-Gram Total Variation
Distance (NGTVD) that compares statistics of hash-coded n-grams; (4) experimental results on text
generation by training on very large text corpora in multiple languages.
The basic architecture of ATNNFAE, shown in figure 2, consists of an auto-encoder where the in-
ternal code is normalized on the unit sphere and corrupted by additive noise. The AE is trained
to reconstruct the input while eliminating the effect of noise. This effectively regularizes the in-
formation content of the code and forces the AE to maximize the distance between the codes of
training samples. Simultaneously, a replica of the decoder (sharing the same parameters as the AE
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decoder) is used as the generator and fed with random latent vectors, uniformly sampled on the
unit sphere. An adversarial discriminator is trained to distinguish training samples reconstructed
from the AE from samples produced through the random-input decoder replica, making the entire
generator-discriminator path differentiable for discrete data like text. The combined effect of noise
injection in the code and shared weights between the decoder and the generator can prevent the
mode collapsing phenomenon commonly observed in GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014).
The auto-encoder architecture we used is a byte-level recursive convolutional auto-encoder (Zhang
& LeCun, 2018). This choice is made because convolutional networks have been shown to have
better auto-encoding accruacy compared to recurrent neural networks (RNNs) at both word (Zhang
et al., 2017b) and byte (Zhang & LeCun, 2018) levels. As a result of this choice, our model becomes
a non-sequential (or non-autoregressive (Gu et al., 2018)) text generator. Since perplexity or bits-
per-character cannot be directly applied to non-sequential text generation, we propose an evaluation
method using the n-gram total variation distance (NGTVD). NGTVD can capture both the quality
and the diversity of generated texts, since in either case it will result in a mismatch on the n-gram
frequencies. Experiments are offered in 6 large scale datasets in Arabic, Chinese and English, with
comparisons against n-gram baselines and recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
There are numerous attempts in text generation with or without GANs that merit discussion in this
article. We discuss the difference between these ideas in section 2. ATNNFAE is introduced in
section 3. The NGTVD evaluation method is introduced in section 4. Section 5 offers the experi-
mental results, with comparisons against n-gram models and RNNs. Ablation study on the necessity
of the discriminator and the denoising process is also included, which prompts us to do a hyper-
parameter search on the level of noise. Furthermore, we showed additional improvements for RNNs
and n-gram models via output selection, and for ATNNFAE models via n-gram correction. Before
concluding this article, we also show some generated examples by interpolating in the feature space.
2 RELATED WORK
The challenge of applying GAN to text lies in the gap between the discrete nature of text data and
the continuous nature of the discriminator. Most solutions can be classified into 3 categories.
1. The discriminator accepts a discrete sample. Because it is not differentiable with respect to
the generator, some other solutions are required to provide gradients to the generator.
2. The discriminator accepts some intermediate representation in the generator. It is differen-
tiable with respect to the sub-network in the generator that produces this representation.
3. The discriminator accepts a continuous sample in some transformed space. Some network
is required to transform a discrete sample to this space, but the entire path is differentiable.
In the case that the discriminator accepts a discrete output, a few different approaches have been
proposed. The idea of SeqGAN proposed by Yu et al. (2017) uses policy gradient (Sutton et al.,
2000) to provide gradients to the generator, by casting the problem as a sequential decision making
process. On the other hand, MaskGAN (Fedus et al., 2018) uses a discriminator that accepts a
discrete word with its surrounding context, using the same policy gradient method in an actor-critic
framework (Sutton & Barto, 1998) (Degris et al., 2012). Beyond reinforcement learning approaches,
MaliGAN (Che et al., 2017) uses the maximum likelihood principle by assuming the discriminator
has achieved optimum with respect to the current generator.
There are numerous attempts to apply the discriminator to the some intermediate representation of
the generator. Professor forcing (Goyal et al., 2016) was proposed to use GAN on the hidden units to
ensure generator stability, which improves the quality of long samples. Adversarial feature matching
(Zhang et al., 2017a) was an idea to improve RNN generators using a convolutional discriminator
on the hidden units. Adversarially regularized auto-encoder (ARAE) (Zhao et al., 2018) makes the
generator match the feature from the encoder.
Our approach – Adversarially-Trained Normalized Noisy-Feature Auto-Encoder (ATNNFAE) – is
one that belongs in the realm of letting the discriminator operate in some transformed sample space.
Previously, Kusner & Hernández-Lobato (2016) proposed to use a Gumbel-softmax distribution on
the output of an RNN while the samples are provided as one-hot vectors. This approach could
2
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collapse at large-scale, because the discriminator could easily distinguish between one-hot encoding
and the generator’s output. Instead, we use an auto-encoder to transform a one-hot encoded sample
to an unnormalized log probability space.
Beyond using GANs, an alternative approach is to use the variational auto-encoder (VAE) frame-
work (Kingma & Welling, 2013). However, previous attempts such as Bowman et al. (2016) have
shown limited success. In VAE, the normalized feature from the encoder is optimized towards
constant values, making it easy for the model to ignore the encoder. In ATTNFAE, the feature is
corrupted with additive noise, and its strength is controllable via a hyper-parameter.
Similar to our approach, the generator in parallel WaveNet (van den Oord et al., 2017) maps from
a sequence of random vectors to samples. It has an implicit sequential dependence via inverse-
autoregressive flows (IAF) (Kingma et al., 2016). However, the parallel WaveNet paper (van den
Oord et al., 2017) only experimented on supervised tasks in speech synthesis, and it is unknown
whether an unconditional generative model is possible.
Finally, none of the discussed approaches can prevent mode collapsing of GANs, while our method
can do so via denoising in a normalized feature space. In addition, using GAN for non-sequential
text generation is a necessity, which is in contrast with RNNs, for which the maximum likelihood
principle (“teacher forcing” (Williams & Zipser, 1989)) already exists for training.
3 ADVERSARIALLY-TRAINED NORMALIZED NOISY-FEATURE
AUTO-ENCODER (ATNNFAE)
This section introduces the different components in ATNNFAE, using byte-level recursive convolu-
tional auto-encoders (Zhang & LeCun, 2018). Additionally, the hyper-parameters used for training
are detailed.
3.1 NORMALIZED NOISY-FEATURE AUTO-ENCODER (NNFAE)
The NNFAE architecture in this article is the byte-level recursive convolutional auto-encoder (Zhang
& LeCun, 2018), chosen for its better accuracy compared to RNNs. Good auto-encoding accuracy
is required because its output is used as the target to the discriminator. Malik et al. (2018) offered
improvements by removing the linear layers and using a fixed number of recursion groups, which
give better results for long byte sequences. Following them, we use an NNFAE that has a fixed
number of recursion groups without linear layers.
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Figure 1: An instantiation of normalized noisy-
feature auto-encoder (NNFAE) using a byte-level
recursive convolutional auto-encoder. There are
6k convolutional layers in either the encoder or
the decoder.
Figure 1 illustrates the NNFAE architecture in
this article. All of the layers operate in 1 di-
mension, and ReLU (Nair & Hinton, 2010) is
used as the non-linearity. Residual connections
(He et al., 2016) are used in between every 2
layers. The encoder – denoted as f – consists
of a prefix group, a recursion group and a post-
fix group. The prefix contains k convolutional
layers with feature size 256 and kernel size 3.
The recursion group contains k convolutional
layers with the same configuration, plus a max-
pooling layer of size 2. Every time the recur-
sion group is applied, the feature length is re-
duced by a factor of 2. All recursion groups
share parameters. The postfix consists of k
convolutional layers and a normalization layer,
making each feature vector norm 1.
The decoder is a reverse mirror of the encoder,
denoted as g. The same normalization layer
is used to normalize again after adding noise,
which is part of the prefix that has k convolu-
tional layers. The recursion group contains k
3
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f : Encoder
Sample y f ( y )
Random Vectors z
g : Decoder / Generator
g (f ( y )+η)
g (z)
Noise η
d (g( z))
d (g(f ( y )+η))
d : Discriminator
Ld
Lg
LNNFAE
+
Figure 2: Adversarially-Trained Normalized Noisy-Feature Auto-Encoder (ATNNFAE) combines
Normalized Noisy-Feature Auto-Encoder (NNFAE) and GAN. Note that the NNFAE decoder and
the GAN generator are the same model g. ATNNFAE learns by alternating between 3 objectives. (1)
The NNFAE objective LNNFAE optimizes the encoder f and the decoder g to reconstruct the sample
y from the feature corrupted by the additive noise η. (2) The discriminator objective Ld optimizes
the discriminator d to distinguish between the reconstructed output g(f(y) + η) from the NNFAE
and the generator output g(z), in which z is set of vectors uniformly sampled from the unit sphere.
(3) The generator objective Lg optimizes the generator g to “fool” the discriminator by making
d(g(z)) approach the same target used for d(g(f(y) + η)) in the discriminator loss Ld.
convolutional layers, in which the first layer expands the feature length by a factor of 2 using sub-
pixel convolution (or pixel shuffling) (Shi et al., 2016). All recursion groups share parameters. A
postfix of k convolutional layers follows, whose output is the unnormalized log-probabilities of
bytes.
In both the encoder and the decoder, the number of recursion groups is fixed to 4. As a result, the
feature has a length equal to 1/24 = 1/16 of the input. For any input of size s, we tail-pad it to
16 × ds/16e using zero vectors to make the feature length exactly ds/16e. The maximum input
length is set to 1024 during training. A Gaussian noise with distribution N (0, σ2) is used in the
normalized feature space. The NNFAE is similar to the denoising process used for images by Doi
& Lewicki (2005).
The NNFAE optimization problem looks like the following
minimize
f ,g
LNNFAE = cross-entropy(softmax(g(f(y) + η)), y), (1)
in which y is an one-hot encoded byte sample and η is a random noise vector sampled fromN (0, σ2).
Since y is a one-hot vector, the cross-entropy (Solla et al., 1988) loss in LNNFAE degenerates to a
negative-log likelihood at each position.
3.2 GENERATOR AND DISCRIMINATOR
The decoder g is also used as the generator. To generate a sequence of bytes, we sample t vectors
uniformly from the 256-D unit sphere as the feature. This corresponds to at maximum 16t bytes.
The output from the generator g is treated as a sequence of unnormalized log-probabilities, and the
maximum is chosen at each position. t is sampled from the length distribution in the training data.
The end-of-sequence is determined by either the zero (NULL) byte, or the maximum length 16t.
The discriminator – denoted as d – has the same design as the encoder but does not share its pa-
rameters. It also does not contain the normalization layer. The scalar value required to form the
adversarial objectives is obtained by simply averaging over the output values. We use a variant of
HingeGAN (Miyato et al., 2018), which was the first GAN loss form that worked. The use of a
Hinge loss for GAN can also be seen in energy-based GAN (EBGAN) (Zhao et al., 2016). The
HingeGAN objectives are bounded, which can stabilize the training process. Other loss variants we
tried include the original GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014), the Wasserstein GAN (Arjovsky et al.,
2017) and the Least Squares GAN (Mao et al., 2016). The paper by Lucic et al. (2017) suggests
that different GAN loss forms perform similarly well for image generation, therefore we did not
experiment with more after knowing HingeGAN works.
The adversarial training objectives look like the following,
4
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minimize
d
Ld = max{0,m− d(g(f(y) + η))}+max{0,m+ d(g(z))}, (2)
minimize
g
Lg = max{0,m− d(g(z))}, (3)
in which y is a one-hot encoded byte sample and z is sequence of random vectors sampled from
the unit sphere. m is the margin of the Hinge loss. Ld attempts to make the discriminator d give
a value larger than m for the NNFAE’s output g(f(y)), and give a value smaller than −m for the
generator’s output g(z). Meanwhile, Lg attempts to let the generator g “fool” the discriminator by
making d(g(z)) a value larger than m. Compared to Miyato et al. (2018) and Zhao et al. (2016),
there is also a margin in Lg , further stabilizing training. Furthermore, we find it necessary to use the
feature noise in Ld to prevent mode collapsing.
The adversarial optimization objectives are required because the NNFAE objective LNNFAE is not
enough to cover the entire feature space with acceptable output byte sequences. On the other hand,
the adversarial objectives Ld and Lg are not enough ensure the generator can output a diverse sets of
acceptable samples. Theoretically, if f , g and d all have sufficient representation capacity, it would
have been okay for g to output only one acceptable sample for all z, with Lg having achieved the
minimum and Ld stationed in the equilibrium.
In other words, GAN attempts to make the support of the generator’s output distribution a subset
of the support of the sample distribution, which seems to be the reason for mode collapsing. The
denoising process during auto-encoding could encourage diversity, since it “pushes away” the values
in the feature space for different samples. When there are many samples, the prior knowledge that
there are distant values in the feature space corresponding to acceptable samples is sufficient to
prevent mode collapsing. Section 5 offers an ablation study between the discriminator and σ.
3.3 TRAINING HYPER-PARAMETERS
The entire optimization process is simply an alternating direction method by iterating through ob-
jectives 1, 2 and 3. The choice of margin m depends on the balance between the NNFAE objective
and the adversarial objectives. Auto-encoding should perform well before adversarial training kicks
in, which means that m should be small. We find m = 0.001 works well. The model parameters
are initialized using distribution N (0,√2/τ/1000) for the weights and 0 for the biases. τ is the
number of output units each input unit connects to. It is 1000 times smaller than the value suggested
by He et al. (2015), which we find working well when used with residual connections (He et al.,
2016) without the need for batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015).
The training algorithm proceeds by repeating 10 steps for each of the objectives using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) with momentum 0.9 (Polyak, 1964) (Sutskever et al., 2013). Whenever a
sample y is needed, it is randomly chosen from the training dataset with replacement. The learning
rate begins with 0.001, and is halved for every 10,000,000 steps for each objective until the training
stops at 40,000,000 steps.
4 EVALUATION USING n-GRAM TOTAL VARIATION DISTANCE (NGTVD)
The most frequently used benchmark for text generation is perplexity. Unfortunately computing
perplexity for a non-sequential generator is intractable in closed form and infeasible via Monte
Carlo approximation (see appendix A). Therefore, we need to seek a new benchmark method.
The MaskGAN paper (Fedus et al., 2018) suggests that perplexity alone is not enough to character-
ize the quality of the generated text. They propose to use whether a generated word-level n-gram
has appeared in the data as the benchmark. It was inspired by the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
(BLEU score) (Papineni et al., 2002). However, as a benchmark for machine translation, BLEU
score is applied on a per-sample basis and the aggregated value is able to characterize the distri-
bution of n-grams. The mere 1 or 0 on whether an n-gram appears in the data could not take into
consideration the frequency of n-grams. For large-scale datasets, this is misleading because a large
number of infrequent n-grams and a small number of frequent n-grams would be considered equal.
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Table 1: Datasets. Numbers in both articles and paragraphs are shown. Paragraphs are used as
training or testing samples, making each dataset contain tens of millions of samples. They span 3
languages – Arabic, Chinese and English. The allgiga dataset is a combination of argiga, engiga and
zhgiga, which forms a multi-modal distribution in the space of byte sequences.
NAME ARTICLE PARAGRAPH LANGUAGETRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST
enwiki 7,634,438 850,457 41,256,261 4,583,893 English
hudong 1,618,817 180,278 53,675,117 5,999,920 Chinese
argiga 3,011,403 334,764 27,989,646 3,116,719 Arabic
engiga 8,887,583 988,513 116,456,520 12,969,170 English
zhgiga 5,097,198 567,179 38,094,390 4,237,643 Chinese
allgiga 16,996,184 1,890,456 182,540,556 20,323,532 Multi-lingual
Instead, we propose to use the total variation distance on the frequency of byte-level n-grams be-
tween generated data and validation data.
NGTVD =
1
2
∑
i
|p(ui)− q(ui)| , (4)
in which p(ui) and q(ui) are frequencies of the n-gram ui from generated data and validation data
respectively. In practice, these values are computed over multiple generated samples as
p(ui) =
count(ui)∑
i count(ui)
. (5)
One problem of the benchmark above is that we could not use very large n because it would exhaust
computational resources. Therefore, we also propose to use a hash table on the n-grams.
NGTVD[N,M ] =
1
2
M∑
i=1
|p(i)− q(i)| , (6)
in which N is the maximum length of a byte n-gram, and M is the number of bins in the hash
table. p(i) and q(i) are frequencies of the hash table entries from generated data and validation
data respectively. The hope is that when M is large, it could capture the n-gram distribution well
while still allowing a large N . This is inspired by the success of the hashing trick (Weinberger et al.,
2009) for various n-gram based models in NLP (for example, Vowpal Wabbit (Weinberger et al.,
2009) and fastText (Joulin et al., 2017)). In this article, we use N = 256 and M = 1, 000, 000, 000
on 1,000,000 generated samples from each model, denoting the benchmark as NGTVD[256, 1e9].
This benchmark is in the range [0, 1] and can be applied to both sequential and non-sequential text
generation models.
NGTVD is capable of capturing both the quality and the diversity. If the generated texts are not
similar to the training data (quality), or if just a few acceptable texts can be generated (diversity),
it will both result in a mismatch between the n-gram frequencies of the generated texts and the
validation data.
5 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
For all of the experiments, we use the same datasets as in Zhang & LeCun (2018). All of these
samples are at the level of paragraphs, and all the texts are treated as sequences of bytes encoded in
UTF-8. These datasets each have tens of millions of samples. Table 1 is a summarization.
5.1 COMPARISON WITH n-GRAM MODELS AND RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS (RNNS)
The simplest byte-level n-gram model defines a sequential generator constructed from the formula
Pr [yi|y1, y2, · · · , yi−1] = count(yi−n+1yi−n+2 · · · yi)∑256
yi=1
count(yi−n+1yi−n+2 · · · yi)
. (7)
6
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Table 2: Results of n-gram models, RNNs, and ATNNFAEs on enwiki. NGTVD[256, 1e9] can be
computed for all models. Byte-level perplexities for sequential models are shown, and so are auto-
encoding errors for ATNNFAE. We also have varying model sizes for both ATNNFAE and RNNs.
ATNNFAE achieved better NGTVD[256, 1e9] than either the n-gram models or the RNNs. In all
cases, the larger the models are, the better the results.
MODEL NGTVD[256, 1e9] PERPLEXITY ERRORTRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST
ATNNFAE k = 2, σ = 0.1 0.0895 0.0942 - - 28.71% 28.71%
ATNNFAE k = 4, σ = 0.1 0.0885 0.0932 - - 20.27% 20.29%
ATNNFAE k = 8, σ = 0.1 0.0865 0.0913 - - 20.08% 20.09%
Simple 5-gram 0.1035 0.1071 4.2603 4.2478 - -
Complex n-gram 0.0975 0.1013 4.0045 3.9939 - -
Plain RNN level 1 0.2864 0.2864 6.3597 6.3540 - -
Plain RNN level 2 0.2708 0.2708 6.1451 6.1988 - -
LSTM level 1 0.1851 0.1877 4.5779 4.5740 - -
LSTM level 2 0.1747 0.1763 4.2945 4.2915 - -
GRU level 1 0.1823 0.1847 4.5063 4.5071 - -
GRU level 2 0.1665 0.1688 4.3207 4.3507 - -
However, in practice if n is small, the generated texts have low quality due to the lack of long-term
dependency. On the other hand, if n is large, the existence of long byte n-grams becomes sparse and
text generation is frequently interrupted. Therefore, we define a new n-gram model as
Pr [yi|y1, y2, · · · , yi−1] =
∑R
n=Q count(yi−n+1yi−n+2 · · · yi)∑R
n=Q
∑256
yi=1
count(yi−n+1yi−n+2 · · · yi)
, (8)
which uses the sum of the counts of n-grams from size Q to R. We could therefore set R to be
a large number to encourage long-term dependency. In practice, we use Q = 5 and R = 64, and
consider all of the grams that have appeared more than 256 times in the training data. This modified
n-gram model turns out to be a competitive baseline in both NGTVD[256, 1e9] and perplexity. We
name the model defined in equation 7 the “simple n-gram” model, and equation 8 the “complex
n-gram” model. Appendix B presents some samples generated by the complex n-gram model.
In this article we also offer comparisons against multi-level stacked recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), using 3 cell variants including the standard plain variant with linear cells, the long short-
term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997), and the gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho
et al., 2014). They all have 1024 hidden units. They are trained using the maximum likelihood prin-
ciple at each sequential step with the correct byte-sequence history, also called the “teacher forcing”
algorithm (Williams & Zipser, 1989). The optimization algorithm used is SGD with momentum
(Polyak, 1964) (Sutskever et al., 2013), using the same hyper-parameter settings as the ATNNFAE
models. At test time, text generation proceeds by sampling one byte at a time and it is fed back to
the model for the next step.
The results of n-gram models, recurrent networks and convolutional ATNNFAE models are pre-
sented in table 2. For any k, the number of parameterized layers in an ATNNFAE model is 18k,
because there are 6k convolutional layers in the encoder, the decoder/generator and the discrimina-
tor. Therefore, the network depth values in table 2 are 36, 72, and 144. The first conclusion from
the table 2 is that the ATNNFAE models achieved better NGTVD[256, 1e9] than both n-gram mod-
els and RNNs, with better results as the models get deeper. Furthermore, RNNs actually struggle
to compete with the n-gram models for sequential text generation in both NGTVD[256, 1e9] and
perplexity, suggesting that n-gram models are strong baselines.
5.2 OUTPUT SELECTION FOR n-GRAM MODELS AND RNNS
The results from RNNs in table 2 are somewhat unexpected in the sense that they are far worse
than the baseline n-gram models. Besides the usual argument that RNNs lack the ability to model
7
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Figure 3: The length histogram of generated texts on enwiki. The ATNNFAE model is the one with
k = 8 and σ = 0.1, which matches with the length distribution of the dataset. All n-gram and RNN
models strongly favor generating shorter texts, and RNNs prefer even shorter texts than both the
simple and the complex n-gram models.
long-term dependencies due to gradient vanishing (Bengio et al., 1994) (Hochreiter et al., 2001),
the other reason could be that RNNs prefer generating shorter texts. This can be visually observed
from the text samples shown in appendix C for LSTM. Figure 3 also shows the length histograms
of generated samples from RNNs, the n-gram models and an ATNNFAE with k = 8 and σ = 0.1
against the enwiki training data. The ATNNFAE model shows an advantage in matching with the
length distribution from the training data.
To provide additional comparison without the influence from the difference between sample length
distributions, we performed selection on the generated samples so that the filtered length distribu-
tion matches that of the training data, for n-gram models, LSTM and GRU. In practice we find it
infeasible to do output selection for plain RNNs because its output length distribution is skewed
too much. The results are presented in table 3, in which significant improvements are observed for
n-gram models and RNNs. That said, the ATNNFAE results in table 2 still compare better than that
of RNNs with output selection.
5.3 ABLATION STUDY ON THE DISCRIMINATOR AND THE NOISE
Table 3: Improved NGTVD[256, 1e9] for n-gram
models and RNNs by selecting output samples
to match the length distribution of the training
data. Significant improvements over the results
in tabel 2 observed. The results for n-gram are
improved so much that they become the best
numbers among all models in this article. The
NGTVD[256, 1e9] results for ATNNFAE are still
better than RNNs with output selection.
MODEL TRAIN TEST
Simple 5-gram 0.0743 0.0795
Complex n-gram 0.0643 0.0703
LSTM level 1 0.1055 0.1087
LSTM level 2 0.1233 0.1261
GRU level 1 0.0950 0.0986
GRU level 2 0.1294 0.1321
To provide an ablation study on whether the
discriminator is necessary in ATNNFAE, we
compare between using NNFAE only and using
ATNNFAE for a k = 4 model in table 4. Im-
provements from adding the discriminator can
be observed for σ ≥ 0.1, whereas for σ ≤ 0.05
the discriminator has an adverse effect due to
mode collapsing.
The results in table 4 suggest that there is a bal-
ance between the discriminator and the noise
standard deviation σ in ATNNFAE. On one
hand, the discriminator attempts to make sure
that all the outputs from the generator look
like the NNFAE’s output; on the other hand,
the noise is necessary to prevent mode collaps-
ing. In order to improve the quality of gen-
erated text, we would prefer a small σ so that
the NNFAE’s output is accurate. However, we
could not make the noise too small either, since
the use of discriminator will result in a mode-
collapsed model that lacks diversity. In this
case, the encoder’s feature is concentrated on
a small region in the space of z, which can still give good accuracy for auto-encoding.
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Table 4: Results between NNFAE and ATNNFAE, using k = 4. Comparing between the rows,
ATNNFAE suffers from mode collapsing when σ ≤ 0.05. When σ ≥ 0.1, mode collapsing no
longer happens, while the quality of generated texts degrades as σ becomes larger because the auto-
encoding errors are higher. Comparing between the NNFAE and ATNNFAE columns, when mode
collapsing is prevented for σ ≥ 0.1, the use of adversarial training with a discriminator improves
ATNNFAE’s results over that of NNFAE. The last row is a result by performing a hyper-parameter
search on σ ∈ {0.055, 0.06, 0.065, 0.070, 0.075, 0.08, 0.085, 0.09, 0.095}.
σ
NNFAE ATNNFAE
NGTVD[256, 1e9] ERROR NGTVD[256, 1e9] ERROR
TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST
0.01 0.0960 0.1007 0.05% 0.05% 0.6241 0.6243 0.18% 0.18%
0.02 0.0955 0.1002 0.11% 0.12% 0.5626 0.5628 0.35% 0.35%
0.05 0.0918 0.0966 2.23% 2.24% 0.9943 0.9943 3.24% 3.24%
0.1 0.0932 0.0978 18.85% 18.85% 0.0885 0.0932 20.27% 20.29%
0.2 0.1050 0.1097 56.08% 56.07% 0.1008 0.1055 57.09% 57.06%
0.5 0.1819 0.1855 78.43% 78.39% 0.1768 0.1805 79.46% 79.41%
(0.085) 0.0929 0.0972 16.27% 16.26% 0.0874 0.0921 17.33% 17.56%
As far as the models in this section is concerned, 0.1 is the smallest acceptable σ that could make
ATNNFAE work for enwiki. However, the auto-encoding accuracy at σ = 0.1 is not good enough
to provide the best targets to the discriminator. This explains why there are frequent occurrences of
“invented” words in appendix D. That said, from appendix C we could see that RNNs also “invent”
words when trained on English data. The next section offers a method to improve the appearance of
generated text by combining ATNNFAE with an n-gram model.
To achieve a better balance between σ and the discriminator in ATNNFAE, we performed a
hyper-parameter search on σ for k = 4. As suggested by table 4, the best choice for σ is
somewhere in between 0.05 and 0.1. Therefore, we trained k = 4 ATNNFAE models with
σ ∈ {0.055, 0.06, 0.065, 0.070, 0.075, 0.08, 0.085, 0.09, 0.095}. Then, we choose the smallest σ
that can obtain an ATNNFAE model without mode collapsing. The mode collapsing phenomenon is
quite obvious by just inspecting the generated samples during training, therefore the hyper-parameter
selection can be done without involvement of the testing data. We find that the best choice is
σ = 0.085, and its result is presented as the last row in table 4.
5.4 n-GRAM CORRECTION FOR BETTER TEXT APPEARANCE
In spite of the better NGTVD[256, 1e9] result for ATNNFAE, the text samples in appendix D appear
noisy at the level of bytes. This demonstrates that text generation is challenging in terms of achieving
smoothness at the level of bytes, while at the same time shows ATNNFAE’s potential in learning
better high-level structure of the text. We want to point out that word-level text generation will
not have such a intra-word smoothness problem by construction, and applying our models at the
level words is also scalable and feasible. Even at the level of bytes, the scale of generated texts
in our model is unprecedented, in the sense that the current practical limitation is 1024 bytes –
corresponding to around 200-300 words on average for English. This is in addition to the fact that
we can prevent mode collapsing via noise injection in the NNFAE.
That said, in this section we also explore one simple approach to improve the appearance of text
– especially the intra-word smoothness for English – combining an ATNNFAE with the complex
n-gram model. This is done by using the formula
Pr [yi|z, y1, y2, · · · , yi−1] ∝ p (yi|z) q (yi|y1, y2, · · · , yi−1) , (9)
in which p (yi|z) is obtained from an ATNNFAE model and q (yi|y1, y2, · · · , yi−1) from the com-
plex n-gram model. Then, we have
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Pr [y1, y2, · · · , ys|z] =
s∏
i=1
Pr [yi|z, y1, y2, · · · , yi−1] . (10)
Table 5: Intra-word smoothness, measured by the propor-
tion of generated words that belongs to the dictionary of
all WordNet 3.0 (Miller, 1995) words. Baselines are estab-
lished by computing the intra-word smoothness for training
and testing dataset in enwiki. The numbers for the complex
n-gram model and ATNNFAEs (k = 8, σ = 0.1) with or
without n-gram correction are presented. It shows that us-
ing n-gram correction can improve the intra-word smooth-
ness for ATNNFAE.
MODEL RESULT
Training data 58.36%
Testing data 58.37%
Complex n-gram 48.89%
ATNNFAE without n-gram correction 33.37%
ATNNFAE with n-gram correction 40.82%
The maximum likelihood condi-
tioned on z in equation 10 can
therefore be approximated via the
beam search algorithm (Graves,
2012) (Boulanger-Lewandowski
et al., 2013) on the yi’s. We use a
beam of size 10. Appendix E shows
100 text samples generated with
n-gram correction for the ATNNFAE
model using k = 8 and σ = 0.1
for the enwiki dataset, which has
better intra-word smoothness than
the samples in appendix D with only
ATNNFAE. However, in terms of
benchmarks, this method achieved
NGTVD[256, 1e9] values of 0.0888
for the training data and 0.0936
for the testing data – worse than
the ATNNFAE but better than the
complex n-gram model in table 2.
For English, the intra-word smooth-
ness can be numerically benchmarked by the proportion of generated words that belong to some
pre-defined dictionary. We use all the words in the WordNet 3.0 distribution (Miller, 1995) as the
dictionary, and computed the intra-word smoothness in table 5. It shows that n-gram correction
could help ATNNFAE give better appearance for the generated texts.
5.5 INTERPOLATION IN FEATURE SPACE
The following list shows the interpolation in the feature space from a short 128-byte paragraph to
another one. The model is trained on the enwiki dataset with k = 8 and σ = 0.1. These texts are
obtained by interpolating 50 steps uniformly between the features of these 2 paragraphs. Only the
steps where changes occur are printed.
1 Peter Perry was born in Washington, FC on October 26, 1999. He is a peace and social justice activist who had been affiliated.
5 Peter Perry was born in Washington, FC on October 26, 1999. He is a peace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
6 Peter Perry was born in Washington, FC on October 26, 1969. He is a ppace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
10 Peter Perry was born in Washington, FC on October 26, 1946. He is a ppace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
11 Peter Perry was born in Washington, FC on October 21, 1946. He is a ppace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
12 Peter Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 21, 1946. He is a ppace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
15 Peter Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 21, 1966. He is a ppace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
17 Peter Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 21, 1945. He is a ppace and social justice activist who has been affiliated.
19 Peter Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 21, 1995. He is a ppace and social justice acoivist who has been affiliated.
20 Peter Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 21, 1994. Hn is a ppace and social justice acoivist who has been affiliated.
21 Peter Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 11, 1995 con is a ppace and social oustice acecvism who has been affiliated.
22 Perrn Berry was born in Washington, FC in October 19, . He won is a ppace and social ourtice acectism who has been affiliated.
23 Genrn Berry was benn in Waslington, FV in October 19,4. He won in a ppace and social oursice acectism who has been unfiliated.
24 Genrn Benry was bent in Wislington, FV in October 1924. He won in a space and socmal oursice acectisc who has been unfiliated.
25 Genrn Benry was bent inn i. Honson, FV in October 1990. He made n a space and sucmal sursice acectisc who has been entiliated.
26 Genrn Benry was an aliun by Wonson. FV an October 19.0. He made a a space and tinmac sertice aceciiic whi has been ent liated.
27 Genrn Benry was an album by Wannon. FV an Octooer 19.0. He made a a spare a strinfac scrti e eseiitic whichas bens int liaged.
28 Gerrn Benny was an album by Jow. I. Fn and stcoed 19.0. He made awo sfaom a stranfac sceli elostmonic which souvns ind iniged.
29 Gernn Denner as an album by Jow. I. in his second 1l1u. te made awo from a stranchc stele electronic mhsih sounds and inlged.
30 Gernn Denner is an album by Jow. I. in his second 1lbum to mave away from a straighc stile electronic music sounds and itseed.
31 Derng Denner is an album by Jow. I. in his second album to mave away from a straight stele electronic music sounds and itself.
32 Deing Denner is an album by Jow. It in his second album to mave away from a straight stelf electronic music sounds and inself..
33 Being Denner is an album by Jow. It in his second album to mave away from a straight stelf electronic music sounds and inself..
34 Being Dunner is an album by Jow. It in his second album to mave away from a straight sheef electronic music sounds and insele..
36 Being Dunner is an album by Jow. It is his second album to mave away from a straight sheed electronic music sounds and inseles.
39 Being Dunnen is an album by Jow. It is his second album to mave away from a straight sheed electronic music sounds and inseles.
40 Being Dunnen is an album by Jow. It is his second album to mave away from a straight sheed electronic music sounds and inveles.
41 Being Dunnen is an album by Jow. It is his second album to mave away from a straight sheed electronic music sounds and involee.
42 Being Dinnen is an album by Jox. It is his second album to mave away from a straight sheed electronic music sounds and involee.
43 Being Dinsen is an album by Jox. It is his second album to mave away from a straight sheed electronic music sounds and involee.
45 Being Dinsen is an album by Jox. It is his second album to mave away from a straight-sheed electronic music sounds and involse.
46 Being Dinsen is an album by Jox. It is his second album to mane away from a straight-sheed electronic music sounds and invelse.
48 Being Kinsen is an album by Jox. It is his second album to mane away from a straight-speed electronic music sounds and invelse.
49 Being Kinsen is an album by Gox. It is his second album to mane away from a straight-speed electronic music sounds and invelse.
50 Being Kinsen is an album by Gox. It is his second album to mane away from a straight-spead electronic music sounds and invelse.
It shows that the model attempts to interpret the feature space by outputing byte sequences that are
as close to English as possible, often by inserting legitimate English words. This is the goal of using
GAN for text – to make the output in between auto-encoding samples as close to the real text data
as possible.
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Table 6: Results across different datasets. ATNNFAE achieved better NGTVD[256, 1e9] for enwiki,
hudong, engiga and zhgiga datasets compared to the complex n-gram baseline. For argiga, the
result is close. For allgiga, it is significantly worse, which is because the ATNNFAE degenerates to
learning mostly from zhgiga. Also see table 7.
DATA σ
COMPLEX n-GRAM ATNNFAE
NGTVD[256, 1e9] PERPLEXITY NGTVD[256, 1e9] ERROR
TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST
enwiki 0.1 0.0975 0.1013 4.0045 3.9939 0.0895 0.0932 28.71% 28.71%
hudong 0.1 0.2340 0.2364 5.1425 5.0863 0.1158 0.1221 27.36% 27.44%
argiga 0.1 0.0808 0.0859 3.6841 3.6911 0.0893 0.0943 6.34% 6.56%
engiga 0.15 0.1125 0.1146 3.5663 3.5772 0.1046 0.1068 16.53% 16.56%
zhgiga 0.1 0.2644 0.2682 3.2219 3.2295 0.1140 0.1203 34.68% 34.70%
allgiga 0.15 0.1087 0.1099 3.4177 3.4299 0.1454 0.1567 25.58% 25.59%
5.6 MULTI-LINGUAL TEXT GENERATION
The results of using ATNNFAE with k = 4 on datasets of different languages are collected in
table 6. For each dataset, we also did an hyper-parameter search on σ ∈ {0.1, 0.15}, and choose
the smallest σ that does not result in mode-collapsing during training without involving the testing
data. The baseline complex n-gram model is also included for reference. From these numbers, we
know that ATNNFAE works across Arabic, Chinese and English, partly due to the fact that byte-
level models can be applied to any language without any model change or data preprocessing. Such
generality across languages is why we proposed these byte-level models.
Table 7: TVD[256, 1e9] of
allgiga model on argiga, en-
giga and zhgiga. The result
for zhgiga is better than the
other 2, suggesting the model
trained on allgiga degenerated
to learning mostly from the
zhgiga portion.
DATA TRAIN TEST
argiga 0.1548 0.1585
engiga 0.1568 0.1593
zhgiga 0.1354 0.1415
For the allgiga dataset, the ATNNFAE model is significantly worse
than the baseline complex n-gram model. Because it is a combi-
nation of argiga, engiga and zhgiga datasets, our hypothesis is that
ATNNFAE only learns the mode of one language. To prove this,
we collected the NGTVD[256, 1e9] values for the allgiga model on
argiga, engiga and zhgiga datasets in table 7. The benchmark on
zhgiga is relatively better than the other 2 datasets. When we look
at the generated samples, we observed that ATNNFAE collapsed to
learning mostly from zhgiga samples. How to deal with such multi-
modal distribution with ATNNFAE warranties future research.
6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this article, the idea of ATNNFAE is proposed to train a text gen-
erative model. The motivation is that an NNFAE can improve GAN
in 2 ways. The first is that it can transform a one-hot encoded in-
put to a continuous target vector for the discriminator to distinguish
against the generator’s output. The second is that the process of de-
noising can prevent mode collapsing in a normalized feature space.
Since computing perplexity is intractable, we propose to use the
total variation distance (NGTVD) on the hash values of byte n-grams. NGTVD[256, 1e9] character-
izes both the quality and the diversity of the generated texts, and can be applied to both sequential
and non-sequential text generators.
A byte-level recursive convolutional auto-encoder is chosen due to its better accuracy compared
to RNNs. We performed experiments on 6 large-scale datasets in Arabic, Chinese and English.
Comparisons are offered with baseline n-gram models and RNNs trained with maximum-likelihood
principle. Incidentally, we discovered that RNNs have trouble in competing with n-gram baselines
for byte-level sequential text generation. Ablation study for the discriminator and the noise standard
deviation σ is conducted to show that there exists a balance between them.
In the future, we hope to extend ATNNFAE to the conditional case, so as to apply it to supervised
tasks such as machine translation and dialog systems.
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The appendices share references with the main content of the article.
A INTRACTABILITY OF PERPLEXITY FOR NON-SEQUENTIAL TEXT
GENERATORS
For a sequential generative model, byte-level perplexity can be defined as (for example, as in
Mikolov (2012))
perplexity(y) = exp
(
−1
s
s∑
i=1
log (Pr(yi|y1, y2, · · · yi−1))
)
(11)
=
1
s
√∏s
i=1 Pr(yi|y1, y2, · · · yi−1)
(12)
=
1
s
√
Pr(y)
, (13)
in which y is a sample with s bytes.
Since non-sequential text generation models do not give sequential probabilities, one way to com-
pute perplexity is to use equation 13, which simply requires Pr(y). By the definition of the generator
g, it actually models Pr(y|z) by assuming conditional independence of yi’s given the noise input z
Pr(y|z) =
s∏
i=1
Pr(softmax(g(z)i) · yi|z) (14)
in which softmax(g(z)i) is the softmax over byte indices for generator g’s, and yi is the one-hot
vector for the given sample, both at position i. To obtain Pr(y), we need to integrate over the
probability density on z,
Pr(y) =
∫
Pr(y|z)p(z)dz =
∫ s∏
i=1
Pr(softmax(g(z)i) · yi|z)p(z)dz, (15)
in which p(z) is the probability density of z. Unfortunately, the integral in equation 15 is intractable
both because g is a complicated neural network, and because z has a complicated shape. For a
sample y with size s, z has a uniform distribution on a 256(ds/16e− 1)-d manifold in a 256ds/16e-
d space, consisting of ds/16e independent unit spheres in 256 dimensions.
Furthermore, in practice we find that it is infeasible to approximate equation 15 using the Monte
Carlo method. This is because the term
∏s
i=1 Pr(softmax(g(z)i) · yi|z) frequently drops below the
smallest positive value representable by an IEEE 754 double precision float-point number.
B TEXT SAMPLES FROM BYTE n-GRAM MODEL
The following lists 100 samples from the complex n-gram model with Q = 5 and R = 64, using
statistics from enwiki. It was converted from UTF-8 to ASCII to ensure compatibility with LATEX.
1 3
2 See for the Stein into French an appearance, history, his the memoire First before case, Maude
Cemeteorological Sciences, so there area battles. Ander’s Moyland".
3 The accused the Bombaton State of "Range ship of the influence to the Music, and Women’s Gossings, and
Soccer.
4 Wikipedians N’ Rose hospital inted by Hercury AD 1
5 Category:Films plans to the roof one of Utrecht about follows a more a vananasal face was even an
applied, and was restoric for the Worth the Paris is and visions from December 1808 in Mounteries Moral
and Belo Horizona in a numbereditiniece is comparen in ance ention fores.
6 In the Internation. In that, I he his Palomation, deprivate Islam positions will enrollege first of
Traine population of Pomers can density of weapons like the First dead vocal selectional prices
originally context al. He is successful location to representer of Wormine height of Lands and
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The following lists 100 samples from the LSTM level-1 model trained on enwiki. It was converted
from UTF-8 to ASCII to ensure compatibility with LATEX.
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The following lists 100 samples from the ATNNFAE model with k = 8 and σ = 0.1, trained on
enwiki. It was converted from UTF-8 to ASCII to ensure compatibility with LATEX. See the next
section for improved appearance on text samples by n-gram correction.
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E TEXT SAMPLES FROM ATNNFAE WITH n-GRAM CORRECTION
The following lists 100 samples from the ATNNFAE model with k = 8 and σ = 0.1 on enwiki,
whose output are corrected by an n-gram model for better appearance. It was converted from UTF-8
to ASCII to ensure compatibility with LATEX.
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